
Most innovations aiM to change the world. ours aiM to iMprove it.



_ I t  began w Ith a  
 fall  from a l adder

_idea and product  

After a high and painful fall in an orchard, one of our engi-

neers considered the safety of climbing up and down high 

buildings. A team of specialists then analysed existing 

climbing methods, determined the weak points and con-

ceived a completely new climbing system in a develop-

ment process taking several years: 

highstep systems
The innovation of HighStep Systems offers the user signifi-

cant safety and ergonomic benefits and gives him a choice 

between different climbing methods: climbing can be con-

ducted either mechanically by the ladder principle or auto-

matically by the lift principle. Both are possible. The basis of 

the system is a maintenance-free aluminium rail. All climbing 

gear from HighStep Systems is portable and can be used at 

any time with the permanently installed rails.

Our innovation not only improves the world of climbing, is 

also makes it affordable.

The installation of the rails is extremely simple and is conduc-

ted by our own specialised personnel or by our installa tion 

partners. Due to the extraordinary strength of the rail,  only a 

few fastening points to the building are necessary.  Also one 

climbing gear can be used for several buildings and by se-

veral users. 

The advantage: this substantially reduces the costs!

sustainable System is extensible and a 
 long-term choice

safe    Several securing elements  
 are integrated

economical  Substantially less expensive 
 than conventional systems

convenient   Easy climbing even for  
 inexperienced users

efficient  Easier work by optimum  
 ergonomics

prize-winning  Winner of the  
 «Aluminium Award 2006»  



_  IngenIoUSlY S ImPle,  
 S ImPlY IngenIoUS

_systeM

load-bearing rail
The aluminium rail forms the basis of the system. It is instal-

led permanently on different buildings. The rail requires no 

maintenance and is made of a special alloy. It is thereby 

suitable even for harsh environmental conditions such as 

heating by strong sunlight, cold and icing in high mountai-

nous locations or corrosion in moist regions.

portable climbing gear
Various kinds of climbing gear are available to climb up and 

down the rail, and can be taken to the workplace by the user. 

Misuse and unauthorized access to the building is thereby 

reliably prevented. Studies by the Swiss Federal Institute of 

Technology (ETH) in Zurich also prove that the movements 

made when using the climbing gear from HighStep Systems 

are ergonomically optimised. The user saves valuable time 

and energy when climbing to execute his tasks.

Maximum system safety
With HighStep Systems, the user is always secured in seve-

ral ways. His foot is firmly attached to the climbing gear, 

which is also firmly connected to the rail. It is thereby im-

possible for the foot to slip, as can happen with a ladder or 

climbing iron. With the manual climbing gear, the user also 

secures himself with the associated safety tackle.



_Safe and   
 eXtremelY rel Iable

the highstep easy
The mechanical base model consists of two pedals, the so-

called «steppers». Climbing is conducted in a similar way as 

with normal climbing irons, but far more safely, as the pe-

dals are firmly attached to the rail and the feet. In con trast 

to ladders, the length of each step can be freely chosen  with 

the HighStep Easy.

The clamping mechanism is activated by raising and lowe-

ring the heel. Due to the firm standing on the HighStep Easy, 

breaks can be taken at any time.

the highstep protector
Climbing with the HighStep Easy is always conducted in con-

junction with the independent safety tackle HighStep Pro-

tector.

The personal retaining belt of the user is attached to the  

equipment with a carbine hook and locked in place. At normal 

speeds climbing up and down, the HighStep Protector follows 

the movement automatically. If the downwards move ment is 

too fast, e.g. in the case of a fall, a safety pawl automatically 

engages in the rail and reliably prevents free fall.



_ eXCellent PerSPeCt IVeS  
 for Cl ImberS

_a systeM with a Future

the highstep comfort
Semi-automatic use can be compared with climbing stairs, 

but the tread height can be chosen individually with the High-

Step Comfort. When a foot is raised, the same side of the  gear 

follows automatically until the foot is depressed. By alterna-

tely raising and depressing his feet, the user climbs upwards 

with minimum effort.

When climbing down, the weight of the body is used to move 

downwards as in a lift. Also: surplus energy is produced on 

each descent, which fully charges the internal batteries.

the highstep light
The HighStep Light is the reduced version of the HighStep 

Easy. A smaller standing surface of the gear leads to a ligh-

ter weight. Due to this, the gear can be easily carried by the 

belt after use.

The HighStep Light is ideal for shorter ascents. If greater 

ascents must be overcome, the HighStep Easy is recommen-

ded for ergonomical reasons.

the highstep lift
The HighStep Lift is the fully automatic application which is 

adapted individually to the requirements of the customer. 

With this version, both people and goods can be safely and 

easily conveyed upwards. Its great mobility clearly discerns 

the HighStep Lift from conventional lift systems: the equip-

ment is detachable and can thereby be transported to the 

workplace.



Do you want to know more about the HighStep Systems innovation? 
Make contact with us. We will advise you competently – and with pleasure.

«SAFETY, ERGONOMY AND COST OPTIMISATION ARE INCREASINGLY GAINING  
SIGNIFICANCE. UNERGONOMIC LADDERS AND EXPENSIVE LIFT SYSTEMS ARE 
THE PAST. HIGHSTEP SYSTEMS IS THE CLIMBING SYSTEM OF THE FUTURE.»

Andreas Maurer, CEO HighStep Systems AG

BLUMENFELDSTRASSE 51 CH-8046 ZüRICH

PHONE  +41 (0)44 371 44 33 FAX  +41 (0)44 371 94 84

INFO@HIGHSTEPSYSTEMS.COM WWW.HIGHSTEPSYSTEMS.COM


